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The best films for
kids this summer
Percy Jackson: Sea of
Monsters 3D (PG) Sequel to
2010’s The Lightning Thief, our
young hero is back with more
adventuring. This time in order to
restore their dying safe haven,
the son of Poseidon and his
friends must go on a quest to the
Sea of Monters to find the
mythical Golden Fleece while
trying to stop an ancient evil
being let loose. Expect
spectacular effects and a
rollicking storyline. Released
Friday, August 9.

Monsters University 3D (U)
Mike and Sulley are back in
Pixar’s prequel to Monsters, Inc,
which traces the duo back to the
college days when they were
learning how to be ‘scarers’ and
not the best of friends. Billy
Crystal, John Goodman and
Steve Buscemi return to provide
voices along with Helen Mirren
and Alfred Molina who are among

the university staff putting our
heroes through their paces. Out
now.

The Smurfs 2 3D (U) The little
blue creatures are back with
another adventure and this time
they’re teaming up with their
human friends to rescue
Smurfette (voiced by Katy Perry)
who has been kidnapped by evil
wizard Gargamel because she

knows a secret spell that can turn
his latest creation, the Naughties,
into real Smurfs. Out now.

Despicable Me 2 3D (U)
Animated antics as former bad
guy Gru is recruited by the
Anti-Villain League to help fight a
new super criminal in this
superior sequel that’s a follow up
to the surprise 2010 hit. As well
as the vocal talent of Steve
Carrell and Kristen Wiig listen out
too for Brits Steve Coogan and
Russell Brand. Out now.

Pacific Rim 3D (12A) One for
older kids, this is a teenage boy’s
dream: Colossal robots fighting
immense sea monsters that are
destroying the Earth’s cities.
Don’t expect subtlety or
character development, but do
expect to see some brilliantly
spectacular fight scenes and epic
action. Stars Charlie Hunnam and
Idris Elba. out now.

HIGH SEAS ADVENTURE: Percy Jackson And The Sea Of Monsters is at cinemas from this Friday
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New recruits put through
their paces at spy school
A team of budding young agents had their espionage skills tested at the
Desert Spy Xperience at Maltings Academy this week, one of a fun
programme of great activities for kids over the summer, says Kelly Clark

SUMMER FUN: William Goody, 7, practises his undercover techniques at Maltings Academy Spy School Pictures: Chris Rushton

L ike a scene from Mission
Impossible, trainee spies
ducked and wiggled their

way through alarmed red beams.
They learnt how to carry water

through the desert using bamboo
sticks and guttering and made
their own gadgets using tin foil,
paper and tennis balls.

But, which of their teachers was
the enemy spy?

The team of new recruits
enjoyed the Desert Spy Xperience
at Maltings Academy, in Spinks
Lane, Witham, one of the many
fun activities being provided at
schools across the area during the
summer holiday.

Sports Xtra is bringing its two
weeks of fun and games to the
town for the second summer
running, encouraging under-12s
to get active and learn something
new.

Clubs range from dance, sport
and futsal to adventure, detective
and desert spy.

John Selby, from Sports Xtra,
said: “These courses are
predominantly about having fun,
but the children are also going to
be learning along the way as well
as getting active in a safe
environment.

“It’s a great opportunity for

children to get involved in
activities and to get used to these
facilities before they move to
secondary school.

“During Sport Xperience, they

will get to try out eight different
sports in a day, many of which
they won’t have tried before. Not
all children are into sport though
which is why we are offering a
wide range of activities; there is
something for everyone.

“Most of our coaches work in
schools during term time so they
are appropriately trained and
have the experience to work with
children in this way.”

During the Detective
Xperience, youngsters will try
their hand at fingerprinting,
tracking suspects and
reconstructing a mock crime
scheme, while those attending
Desert Spy Xperience will develop
their code breaking, surveillance,
espionage and desert survival
skills.

Adventure Xperience is all
about going back to the
old-fashioned way of having fun,
making dens and exploring the
outdoors.
 All activities, for five to
12-year-olds, run from 9.30am
until 4pm throughout August and
cost £16 per day.

To book, visit
www.sports-xtra.com, call 07580
127834 or email
john.selby@sports-xtra.com

UNDER PRESSURE: Alex Mallinson navigates the ‘laser beams’

TRICKY TASK: James Coulson, 9, shows
his skills of evasion


